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loop quantum gravity,
string theory,
Hořava–Lifshitz theory,
supergravity,
asymptotic safety,
AdS-CFT-like dualities
twistor theory,
causal set theory,
entropic gravity,
emergent gravity,
non-commutative geometry,
group field theory,
Penrose nonlinear quantum dynamics
causal dynamical triangulations,
shape dynamics,
’t Hooft theory
non-quantization of geometry
…

Many directions of investigation

Vastly diﬀerent numbers of researchers involved
A few oﬀer rather complete
tentative theories of quantum gravity
Most are highly incomplete
Several are related, boundaries are fluid
Several are only vaguely connected
to the actual problem of quantum gravity
Many oﬀer useful insights
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Discriminatory questions:
Is Lorentz symmetry violated at the Planck scale or not?
Are there supersymmetric particles or not?
Is Quantum Mechanics violated in the presence of gravity or not?
Are there physical degrees of freedom at any arbitrary small scale or not?
Is geometry discrete i the small?
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We do have existing and possibly developing
empirical evidence

Empirical evidence: 1: Lorentz invariance
Violation of Lorentz invariance → Renormalizability
Observation has already ruled out theories

S. Liberati, Class. Quant. Grav. 30, 133001 (2013)

Lorentz violating solutions of QG are under empirical stress

Is Lorentz invariance compatible with discreteness ?

Yes!
Classical discreteness breaks Lorentz invariance.
Quantum discreteness does not !

Cfr rotational invariance:
If a classical vector component can take only discrete values only,
then SO(3) is broken.
But if quantum vector can have discrete eigenvalues in a SO(3) invariant theory

L

L(β)

Lorentz invariance and quantum discreteness are compatible
=> Geometry is quantum geometry

Empirical evidence: 2: Supersymmetry

Once again, no sign of supersymmetry
Solution of QG using supersymmetry are under empirical stress

A point about philosophy of science:

-

Popper’s falsification: theories are either “OK” or “proved wrong”.
Bayesian “confirmation”: we have “degrees of confidence” in theories;
these are are lowered, of enhanced, by empirical (dis-)confirmation.

Karl Popper

Bruno De Finetti

Not seeing a giraﬀe in the forests of Canada
during a hike,
does not prove that there are no giraﬀes in
the forests of Canada

A point about philosophy of science:

-

Popper’s falsification: theories are either “OK” or “proved wrong”.
Bayesian “confirmation”: we have “degrees of confidence” in theories;
these are are lowered, of enhanced, by empirical (dis-)confirmation.

Karl Popper

Bruno De Finetti

Not seeing a giraﬀe in the forests of Canada
during a hike,
does not prove that there are no giraﬀes in
the forests of Canada
But if for thirty years nobody sees a giraﬀe…
And we have now heard that supersymmetry is
“going to be seen soon”
for more than thirty years….

Empirical evidence: 3: Lab experiments

Analog systems

Planck scale eﬀects
in the lab

Test the consequences of an assumption.
Not the assumption themselves.

NOT predicted by most QG theories

Violations of QM
suggested by QG

Quantum property
of the metric

Can falsify the hypothesis that the
gravitational field is classical.

Is the metric a
quantum entity?

Can falsify the hypothesis that the
gravitational field is classical.

S Bose, A Mazumdar, GW Morley, H Ulbricht, M Toroš, M Paternostro, A Geraci, P Barker, MS Kim, G Milburn: A Spin Entanglement Witness for
Quantum Gravity, 2017.
C Marletto, V Vedral: An entanglement-based test of quantum gravity using two massive particles, 2017.

Empirical evidence: 4: The Sky

a) Early Universe:

“Quantum cosmology”

b) Black holes:

Disruption of the photon ring
Planck Stars

Quantum Cosmology A:
In the early universe, quantum gravity effects cannot be disregarded
These leave traces in the current universe.
Few degrees of freedom.
Gravity is quantum, spacetime is dynamical
Schrödinger equation → Wheeler de Witt equation
Absence of a preferred time variable.
Quantum Cosmology H:
How to understand quantum theory of “the whole”.
All degrees of freedom of the Universe.
Absence of external observer?
The problems raised by this would exist also if relativistic gravity
did not exist.

Quantum Cosmology A is a totally different problem from Quantum Cosmology H

Large activity to describe the physics of the very early universe,
and find traces in the CMB
Notice: this is all physics of few degrees of freedom!

Great eﬀort to find testable consequences of the theories in course

b) Black holes

Small eﬀects pile up over time

- Wide quantum fluctuations of the metric
Giddings

- Boson condensate of low energy gravitons
Dvali

- Fluctuations of the causal structure allowing
black hole to decay
Haggard, Barrau, Vidotto, CR

- Wide quantum fluctuations of the metric
Theoretical reason: to bring information out of the hole
Observable consequence: Event Horizon Telescope
Possibly visible distortion of the photon ring

Imaging an Event Horizon: Mitigation of Scattering
toward Sagittarius A* Fish et al 2014

- Fluctuations of the causal structure allowing
black hole to decay
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Exploding holes
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Exploding holes
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A technical result in classical GR:
The following metric is an exact vacuum solution,
of the Einstein equations outside a finite spacetime region (grey),
plus an ingoing and outgoing null shell,

I

The metric is determined by two constants:

ds2 =

III

F (u, v)dudv + r2 (u, v)(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d

II
Region I

F (uI , vI ) = 1,

rI (uI , vI ) =

vI

vI < 0.

I

Region II
Matching
Region III

Black hole fireworks: quantum-gravity effects outside
the horizon spark black to white hole tunneling
Hal Haggard, CR
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Choose a “Boundary” surface
around the quantum region.
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Spin network

Spinfoam

Primordial black holes!

A real-time FRB
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Figure 2. The full-Stokes parameters of FRB 140514 recorded in the centre beam of the multibeam receiver with BPSR. Total intensity,
and Stokes Q, U , and V are represented in black, red, green, and blue, respectively. FRB 140514 has 21 ± 7% (3- ) circular polarisation
averaged over the pulse, and a 1- upper limit on linear polarisation of L < 10%. On the leading edge of the pulse the circular polarisation
is 42 ± 9% (5- ) of the total intensity. The data have been smoothed from an initial sampling of 64 µs using a Gaussian filter of full-width
half-maximum 90 µs.

source given the temporal proximity of the GMRT observation and the FRB detection. The other two sources, GMRT2
and GMRT3, correlated well with positions for known radio sources in the NVSS catalog with consistent flux densities. Subsequent observations were taken through the GMRT
ToO queue on 20 May, 3 June, and 8 June in the 325 MHz,
1390 MHz, and 610 MHz bands, respectively. The second
epoch was largely unusable due to technical difficulties. The
search for variablility focused on monitoring each source for
flux variations across observing epochs. All sources from the
first epoch appeared in the third and fourth epochs with no
measureable change in flux densities.
4.4

Swift X-Ray Telescope

The first observation of the FRB 140514 field was taken using Swift XRT (Gehrels et al. 2004) only 8.5 hours after the
FRB was discovered at Parkes. This was the fastest Swift
follow-up ever undertaken for an FRB. 4 ks of XRT data
were taken in the first epoch, and a further 2 ks of data
were taken in a second epoch later that day, 23 hours after FRB 140514, to search for short term variability. A final
epoch, 18 days later, was taken to search for long term vari-

4.5

Gamma-Ray Burst Optical/Near-Infrared
Detector

After 13 hours, a trigger was sent to the Gamma-Ray Burst
Optical/Near-Infrared Detector (GROND) operating on the
2.2-m MPI/ESO telescope on La Silla in Chile (Greiner et al.
2008). GROND is able to observe simultaneously in J, H,
and K near-infrared (NIR) bands with a 100 ⇥ 100 field of
view (FOV) and the optical g 0 , r0 , i0 , and z 0 bands with a
60 ⇥ 60 FOV. A 2⇥2 tiling observation was done, providing
61% (JHK) and 22% (g 0 r0 i0 z 0 ) coverage of the inner part
of the FRB error circle. The first epoch began 16 hours after FRB 140514 with 460 second exposures, and a second
epoch was taken 2.5 days after the FRB with an identical
observing setup and 690 s (g 0 r0 i0 z 0 ) and 720 s (JHK) exposures, respectively. Limiting magnitudes for J, H, and K
bands were 21.1, 20.4, and 18.4 in the first epoch and 21.1,
20.5, and 18.6 in the second epoch, respectively (all in the
AB system). Of all the objects in the field, analysis identified three variable objects, all very close to the limiting
magnitude and varying on scales of 0.2 - 0.8 mag in the NIR
bands identified with di↵erence imaging. Of the three objects one is a galaxy, another is likely to be an AGN, and
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Figure 2. The full-Stokes parameters of FRB 140514 recorded in the centre beam of the multibeam receiver with BPSR. Total intensity,
and Stokes Q, U , and V are represented in black, red, green, and blue, respectively. FRB 140514 has 21 ± 7% (3- ) circular polarisation
averaged over the pulse, and a 1- upper limit on linear polarisation of L < 10%. On the leading edge of the pulse the circular polarisation
is 42 ± 9% (5- ) of the total intensity. The data have been smoothed from an initial sampling of 64 µs using a Gaussian filter of full-width
half-maximum 90 µs.

source given the temporal proximity of the GMRT observation and the FRB detection. The other two sources, GMRT2
and GMRT3, correlated well with positions for known radio sources in the NVSS catalog with consistent flux densities. Subsequent observations were taken through the GMRT
ToO queue on 20 May, 3 June, and 8 June in the 325 MHz,
1390 MHz, and 610 MHz bands, respectively. The second
epoch was largely unusable due to technical difficulties. The
search for variablility focused on monitoring each source for
flux variations across observing epochs. All sources from the
first epoch appeared in the third and fourth epochs with no
measureable change in flux densities.
4.4

Swift X-Ray Telescope

The first observation of the FRB 140514 field was taken using Swift XRT (Gehrels et al. 2004) only 8.5 hours after the
FRB was discovered at Parkes. This was the fastest Swift
follow-up ever undertaken for an FRB. 4 ks of XRT data
were taken in the first epoch, and a further 2 ks of data
were taken in a second epoch later that day, 23 hours after FRB 140514, to search for short term variability. A final
epoch, 18 days later, was taken to search for long term variability. Two X-ray sources were identified in the first epoch
of data within the 150 diameter of the Parkes beam. Both
sources were consistent with sources in the USNO catalog
(Monet et al. 2003). The first source (XRT1) is located at
RA = 22:34:41.49, Dec = -12:21:39.8 with RUSNO = 17.5
and the second (XRT2) is located at RA = 22:34:02.33 Dec
= -12:08:48.2 with RUSNO = 19.7. Both XRT1 and XRT2
appeared in all subsequent epochs with no observable variability on the level of 10% and 20% for XRT1 and XRT2,
respectively, both calculated from photon counts from the
XRT. Both sources were later found to be active galactic
nuclei (AGN).

4.5

Gamma-Ray Burst Optical/Near-Infrared
Detector

After 13 hours, a trigger was sent to the Gamma-Ray Burst
Optical/Near-Infrared Detector (GROND) operating on the
2.2-m MPI/ESO telescope on La Silla in Chile (Greiner et al.
2008). GROND is able to observe simultaneously in J, H,
and K near-infrared (NIR) bands with a 100 ⇥ 100 field of
view (FOV) and the optical g 0 , r0 , i0 , and z 0 bands with a
60 ⇥ 60 FOV. A 2⇥2 tiling observation was done, providing
61% (JHK) and 22% (g 0 r0 i0 z 0 ) coverage of the inner part
of the FRB error circle. The first epoch began 16 hours after FRB 140514 with 460 second exposures, and a second
epoch was taken 2.5 days after the FRB with an identical
observing setup and 690 s (g 0 r0 i0 z 0 ) and 720 s (JHK) exposures, respectively. Limiting magnitudes for J, H, and K
bands were 21.1, 20.4, and 18.4 in the first epoch and 21.1,
20.5, and 18.6 in the second epoch, respectively (all in the
AB system). Of all the objects in the field, analysis identified three variable objects, all very close to the limiting
magnitude and varying on scales of 0.2 - 0.8 mag in the NIR
bands identified with di↵erence imaging. Of the three objects one is a galaxy, another is likely to be an AGN, and
the last is a main sequence star. Both XRT1 and GMRT1
sources were also detected in the GROND infrared imaging
but were not observed to vary in the infrared bands on the
timescales probed.

4.6

Swope Telescope

An optical image of the FRB field was taken 16h51m after
the burst event with the 1-m Swope Telescope at Las Campanas. The field was re-imaged with the Swope Telescope on
17 May, 2 days after the FRB. No variable optical sources
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Figure 2. The full-Stokes parameters of FRB 140514 recorded in the centre beam of the multibeam receiver with BPSR. Total intensity,
and Stokes Q, U , and V are represented in black, red, green, and blue, respectively. FRB 140514 has 21 ± 7% (3- ) circular polarisation
averaged over the pulse, and a 1- upper limit on linear polarisation of L < 10%. On the leading edge of the pulse the circular polarisation
is 42 ± 9% (5- ) of the total intensity. The data have been smoothed from an initial sampling of 64 µs using a Gaussian filter of full-width
half-maximum 90 µs.

source given the temporal proximity of the GMRT observation and the FRB detection. The other two sources, GMRT2
and GMRT3, correlated well with positions for known radio sources in the NVSS catalog with consistent flux densities. Subsequent observations were taken through the GMRT
ToO queue on 20 May, 3 June, and 8 June in the 325 MHz,
1390 MHz, and 610 MHz bands, respectively. The second
epoch was largely unusable due to technical difficulties. The
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first epoch appeared in the third and fourth epochs with no
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Fast Radio Bursts and White Hole Signals
Aurélien Barrau, Carlo Rovelli, Francesca Vidotto.
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neutrino signature in many cosmological observ
and in particular, a suppression of power on small
decayed
in the matter power spectrum. Understanding and
suring this effect is also important for dark energ
general relativity tests, as models of modified g
or interacting DM/energy also lead to modificati
small scales power (see e.g. Wright et al., 2017).
Current constraints on the sum of the neutrino m
arising by combining data from the CMB, galaxy
tering and/or the Lyman-– forest, are M‹ . 0.
(Riemer-Sørensen et al., 2014; Palanque-Delabr
et al., 2015; Cuesta et al., 2016; Vagnozzi et al.,
One would naively expect that
those constraints
enlarged
improve by using galaxy clustering at higher red
since the available volume is much larger and th
linear clustering effects are weaker. Also the effe
dark energy will be smaller at higher redshift.
The possibility of using high-redshift optical g
surveys (combined with CMB data, in order to lift p
eter degeneracies) to provide precision measureme
the neutrino masses is not new (see for example (T
et al., 2006)). High-z advantages include access
larger comoving volume for a given survey area,
wider range of scales in the linear or quasi-linear r
However, the detection of galaxies at high redshi
comes more difficult and expensive, and shot noise
may dominate. In (Takada et al., 2006), a spacegalaxy survey with a 300 deg2 sky coverage at red
3.5 < z < 6.5 (assuming a very large number d
and bias of the galaxy tracers) was found to be a
measure the neutrino mass with ‡(m‹, tot ) = 0.
combined with CMB data.
Another possibility is to map the large scale stru
of the Universe through 21cm intensity mappin
Section 2.1.1). Given the fact that neutrinos modi
abundance of halos (Castorina et al., 2014; Co

Quantum Gravity Observations are
not absurd anymore.

There are:
- Already concerete results (Lorentz invariance)
- Suggested astrophysical observations motivating astronomers
(Cosmology+Black holes)
- Interesting laboratory experiments (Entanglement via gravity)

(Result of a pool at a recent conference (3rd Karl Schwarzschild Meeting on
Gravitational Physics and the Gauge/Gravity Correspondence, Frankfurt am Main,
July 2017): 80% of the participants expect observational evidence for quantum
gravity observations within the next decade.)

General lesson and convergences between theories

Quantum eﬀects can be “strong” and “soft”: strong quantum eﬀects
at large wavelength,

Local QFT can be strongly violated (Firewall theorem)
Quantum Gravity requires overcoming
Local Field Operators.
On information loss in AdS/CFT

A. Liam Fitzpatrick, Jared Kaplan, Daliang Li, Junpu Wang.

Boundaries: Strings: AdS-CFT
Loops: boundary formalism (covariant version)

A process and its amplitude
hl
=

Boundary state
Amplitude

in

⌦

Boundary state

out

A = W( )
Boundary

“Spacetime region”

Quantum system
=
Spacetime region
➜ Hamilton function: S(q,t,q’,t’)

In GR, distance and time measurements are field measurements like any other one: they are part of the boundary data of
the problem
Boundary values of the gravitational field = geometry of box surface = distance and time separation of measurements
Particle detectors
= field measurements

Spacetime region
Distance and time measurements
= gravitational field measurements

Quantum relationalism
=
Spacetime relationalism

The search for a quantum theory of the gravitational field
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Coupling matter
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physical predictions
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Progress has happened along some research directions
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How do we best describe physical reality?

Res extensa

Descartes:

Newton:

Bodies (particles)

Faraday-Maxwell:

Particles

Special relativity:

Particles

Quantum mechanics:

General relativity:

Quantum gravity:

Fields

Fields

Quantum-Fields

Space

Time

Space

Time

Spacetime

Spacetime

Covariant fields

Covariant Quantum fields

Matter, time and space: all aspects of a single entity

